
Floods in Malaysia: Tzu Chi Offered Quick Relief Aid   
 

Beginning on 14 December 2014, a series of floods caused by the northeast monsoon has hit Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Thailand and Sri Lanka in South Asia, where Malaysia is the country most severely hit. The 
monsoon rains has brought the most devastated floods in decades, a total of eight states in Malaysia 
affected and more than 200,000 people have been evacuated from their homes.  
 

Tzu Chi volunteers in Malaysia responded quickly and conducted disaster surveys in no time on 24 
December. They start distributed food and water in the relief centers to make sure that the flood 
victims have food supplies. 
 

On 27 December, a video conference was held between Taiwan Tzu Chi Foundation (headquarter of the 
foundation) and volunteers from local chapters in Malaysia (Penang, Kelantan, Ipoh, Kuala Lumpur, 
Selangor, and Melaka) to draw up emergency relief aid plans.  
 

 
Risk of Epidemics Outbreak, Cleanup Operation Is Underway  
Large piles of rubbish and thick mud were seen after the floodwaters receded. As the flood ravaged 
eight states resulting extensive disaster areas, the post-disaster cleanup that required a lot of man 
power must be carried out immediately. Therefore, Tzu Chi quickly start the cash-for-work program 
with aims to put together the affected victims in cleaning their homes and communities, regain their 
confidence and courage to rebuild homes and help communities such as shops and market to reopen 
business. In short, the effort is to help the victims regain normal live as soon as possible.  
 

In the hardest-hit Kelantan state, Tzu Chi volunteers began the relief efforts with the distribution of 
food and essential supplies in the most badly hit Kota Baru and led the local residents in the cleanup 
work through cash-for-word program. On 2 January, there were 1891 residents participated in cleanup 
operation in Kota baru city. The next day operation was even bigger. After receiving the cleaning tools, 
the residents board on 48 trucks to various destinations in Kota Baru, such as schools, mosques, 
recycling centres and markets, they work together with volunteers to remove the garbage and mud. 
 

Tzu Chi volunteers prepared a wide variety of essential supplies and condolence cash in the compound 
of national primary and secondary schools, and later distributed the relief aid to the affected victims to 
meet their needs. Many residents were moved to tears by the sign language demonstrated by the 
volunteers.   
 

On 4 January in the hardest hit Temerloh, Pahang, the cash-for-work program was carried out to 
cleanup homes mainly in Temerloh and Kuala Krau. More than 1300 residents participated in the 
program while 2000 volunteers come to offer help. A total of 25 trucks and 17 tractors were used in the 
three days cleaning.  
 

From 30 December to 13 January, a total of 16,670 victims had responded to the cash-for-work 
program. 
 
 

Love From Taiwan, Instant Rice Arrived 
As Tzu Chi offered help in the missing Malaysia Airlines flight MH370 by giving emotional support to the 
families of the affected passengers, therefore in this massive flooding in east coast states, Malaysia 
Airlines provided free shipment of 300 cartons (total 3 tonnes) instant rice from Taiwan to Malaysia, 
enabled the volunteers to cook hot meals and provide nutrition for the affected residents. Meanwhile, 
China Airlines also help Tzu Chi delivered 8.5 tonnes instants rice, reusable utentils and other relief 
supplies from Taiwan at 50% discount rate. 
 

In addition to the Tzu Chi volunteers, staff Ashunan (translated name) of air cargo terminal also offered 
himself to help unload the relief material. He said, “As I unable to help in the disaster area, this is the 
opportunity I can contribute. I've worked here for 24 years, and this is the first time I see a volunteer 
organization goes to Kelantan to give relief aid for the flood victims, therefore I also want to help.”  



Meanwhile, Tzu Chi volunteers continue to collect and purchase relief supplies, deliver them through 
various channels to the affected areas in the shortest time possible. On 28 December, a large number 
of relief supplies such as daily necessities and bread was distributed, free medical service also provided 
to help the victims stay healthy. 
 
Serving Hot Meals: Local Chefs Also Help Food Preparation  
 

Besides initiated cash-for-work program in cleaning up the disaster areas, distributed relief aid and gave 
free clinic, another group of Tzu Chi volunteers formed a cooking team to prepare hot food to residents 
who busy cleaning up and rebuild homes, making sure they have the essential nutrition. The power of 
love spread, the hot meals help fill victim’s empty stomach and warm their hearts.  
 

Tzu Chi calls for all residents in the communities to join the relief effort. Each and every of volunteers 
has also mobilized to help. Apart from those who have been severely affected, those who have not 
been affected or have only been slightly affected were also helping with our relief effort. Even the 
locals whose houses have been flooded came to give us a hand. 
 

Victims Ruzina Bt Zawawi came with her eight family members to help packing the relief supplies, she 
said: “We’re not done cleaning our house yet, but I still come with my family to help. It’s a difficult time. 
I’m happy to help.”  
 

The flooded areas are very extensive. Some Tzu Chi volunteers’ houses were also affected. A Tzu Chi 
volunteer said, “I myself also a victim, but I know the condition in other disaster areas are more serious 
and their houses are badly damaged, therefore I decided to join the volunteer service to help them 
first.” 
 

Wherever volunteers go, they always give comfort and emotion support, encouragement and courage 
to open the hearts of victims. It is the power of love. Tzu Chi people from around the world wish them 
safe and well. 
 
Number of volunteers and benefitted victims as of 13 January: 
 

Date: 24 December – 13 January 
Location: Four states (Kelantan, Pahang, Terengganu, Perak) 
Number of Tzu Chi 
Volunteers Mobilized: 

8,519  

Number of 
cash-for-work 
participants: 

16,670  

Number of food and  
emergency relief aid 
recipients: 

9,694 families 

Hot Meals Served: 4,965 persons 
Free clinic: 968 patients 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
Peninsula Malaysia experienced its worst flooding 
in decades and out of its 13 states, eight have been 
seriously affected and the number of victims has 
exceeded 20,000. 

Tzu Chi volunteers initiated cash-for-work program 
in the cleanup of victims’ homes and communities. 

 

 

 

 
Volunteers have to use boats to deliver relief aid to 
relief centre at Khee Chee Chinese school, which 
provides shelter to 120 families, about 400 people.  

Cleaning up at schools after floodwater receded. 

 

 

 

 
Dump trucks worked alongside the people to haul 
the garbage to specified location. 

Loaders and excavators could not get into the 
narrow school compound, hence manpower had 
been deployed to scoop up the mud. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
Tzu Chi volunteer explained the purpose of 
cash-for-work program to flood victims. 

One of the victim held Tzu Chi volunteer tightly 
and was moved to tears. She felt the warmth as 
Tzu Chi was the first outsider to provide sincere 
love and practical aid to them. 
 

  
Volunteers filled bowls with instant rice for the 
cash-for-work participants. All that needed is to 
pour warm water and wait for 30 minutes for the 
rice to be ready. 
 

Upon completion of the clean-up, villagers happily 
received the cash relief. 

  
Tzu Chi held free clinics to benefit the villagers. An old nanny leaned comfortably on a doctor’s 

shoulder during check-up at a free clinic. 
 



  

 
 

The victim was very happy when received 
emergency relief supplies. 

In a small and uncomfortable relief centre in 
school, volunteers interact and bring smiles to 
flood survivor. 
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